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ABSTRACT
In this work, we will discuss level numeration (placement,
arrangement) by height optimal algorithms for bipartite
oriented graphs and transitive oriented graphs. There are
described three definitions of the oriented graph, and for those
three definitions it is solved the level numeration (placement,
arrangement) problem for transitive oriented graph. The
algorithm of the solution for bipartite oriented graph is of
linear complexity, whereas for transitive oriented, it is of
quadratic complexity.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Necessary information
Definition
Let us consider ),( EVG  graph.

|}|,...,2,1{: VVF  one-by-one transformation is

called the numeration (placement, arrangement) of graph G .

F(v) is called position or number of vertex Vv .

Let us consider ),( EVG  graph and its F numeration.
Let us define the length of edge of the graph

EvueuFvFelengthF  ),(|,)()(|)(
In other words, to numerate graph G means to put its
vertices equally far from each other on the line.
If )()()( vFpFuF  or )()()( uFpFvF  ,

we will say that the edge e is passing through vertex Vp .

For the given vertex Vv , )(vhF will be the number of
edges passing through it. Let us define the following
definitions for F numeration of graph G :

length 



Ee

F elengthGFL ),( ,

width )}({max),( elengthGFW FEe
 ,

height )}({max),( vhGFH FVv
 .

And

length ),(min)( GFLGL
F

 ,

width ),(min)( GFWGW
F

 ,

height ),(min)( GFHGH
F

 for graph G .

The aforementioned definitions are applied for oriented
graphs as well.
The numeration for oriented graph G is called permissible, if

)()( vFuF  for arbitrary Evu ),( arc. The
enumeration of an oriented graph is permissible, if its vertices
are placed on the line, such that all arcs are stretched in the
same direction, from left to right. Note that for a permissible
numeration

EvueuFvFelengthF  ),(),()()(
It is clear, that if an oriented graph contains a contour, a
permissible numeration will not exist.

1.2. The placement problem for transitive
oriented graphs
Let us consider ),( EVG  oriented graph.

For every Vv vertex, the set  ;)( VuvP 
Evu ),( is called the preimage set of vertex v . Let us

consider G contourless oriented graph. G oriented graph is

called transitive if Vzyx  ,, ,

EzyEyx  ),(,),(  Ezx ),( .
Let us consider the following division of vertices of oriented
graph.
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The set kX is the k -th level of oriented graph, nk 1 .

It is clear that if an oriented graph contains a contour, such
division will be impossible.
Let’s discuss some specifications of oriented graph levels

 The set kX is independent set.

 The number of oriented graph levels is greater than
the longest chain by exactly 1.

 It exists only one level for each vertex, that the
vertex belongs to.

 For each kXv vertex there is a 1 kXu
such that Evu ),( , nk 2 .



 For each kXv vertex there is a 1Xu such

that there is a path from u to v with the length
nkk  2,1 .

The F permissible numeration is called level numeration, if

for ni 1 , the vertices of iX come before those of

1iX .

Let us assign |}),(|{|)( ExyVyxa  ,

|}),(|{|)( EyxVyxb  .

1.3. Minimal height numeration problem
for oriented graphs

),( EVG  oriented graph is given. Find a 0F
permissible numeration for G , such that its height equals to

the oriented graph’s height  )(),( 0 GHGFH  .

This problem is NP-complete. Minimal length and width
numeration problems are also NP-complete[4-6]. The solution
algorithms for some special cases of these problems are of
polynomial complexity[3,7].
Let us discuss the special cases of minimal height numeration
problem, the numeration for a transitive oriented graph and
bipartite oriented graph by height.

2. DETAILS: OPTIMAL LEVEL
ORDERINGS BY THE HEIGHT
2.1. Problem 1
For the given ),,( EYXG  bipartite oriented graph find
the minimum level numeration (placement) with the height,
where the height of the vertex YXp  for the given

F numeration is

|)}()()(;),{(|)( vFpFuFEvuphF  .
It means that the height of the vertex is equal to the number of
arcs, passing through it.

 Place the vertex x of the set X with the maximum
b(x) at the end of the positions of set X vertices.
Place the other vertices of X arbitrarily.

 Then place the vertex of the set Y with the
maximum a(y), after which put the other vertices of
set Y arbitrarily.

Let’s enumerate the algorithm’s complexity. 
To find the vertex of set X with the maximum b(x) and the
vertex of set Y with the maximum a(y) it will take |X|+|Y|
operations. Thus the complexity of algorithm is linear.

Taking into account, that the orientation of the graph is not
essential in proving algorithm 1, the latter can also be applied
to solve the following problem.

Arrange the bipartite graph on the line so that the
vertices of X are in the first place and then only the vertices of
set T and the height of the graph placement be minimal.

Problem 1 is a special case of problem 2 and it can
be solved by means of algorithm 2. But the algorithm
suggested in problem 1 is simpler and more effective as there
is no need to arrange all the vertices of X and Y levels, but it
is sufficient to find only the vertices having the maximum
b(x) of X and maximum a(y) of Y.

Now let’s study the following problems.

2.2. Problem 2
For the given ),( EVG  transitive oriented

graph find the minimum level numeration (placement) with
the height, where the height of the vertex Vp for the

given F numeration is

|)}()()(;),{(|)( vFpFuFEvuphF  .
It means that the height of the vertex is equal to the number of
arcs, passing through it.

Let X1,…,Xi,…Xn are the levels of the oriented
graph.
The height of the oriented graph for arbitrary level
arrangement will be equal to the maximum of the level
heights. As the height of the vertices of arbitrary Xi(1in)
level is not changed after having changed the positions of the
other level vertices and the contrary, we can arrange each
level of oriented graph G separately to obtain optimal
arrangement.

We can arrange the X1 and Xn levels by using the
algorithm 1 by the following way.

 Place the vertex of the set X1 with the maximum
b(x) at the end of the positions of set X1 vertices.
Place the other vertices of the set X1 arbitrarily.

 Place the vertex of the set Xn with the maximum
a(y) at the first of the positions of set Xn vertices.
After which place the other vertices of the set Xn
arbitrarily.

For the optimal ordering of the level Xi(2in) let’s 
suggest the following algorithm

 Place the vertices satisfying to the a(x)>b(x)
condition by the a(x) descending way.

 Then place the vertices satisfying to the a(x) b(x)
condition by the b(x) ascending way.

2.3. Problem 3
For the given ),( EVG  transitive oriented

graph find the minimum level numeration (placement) with
the height, where the height of the vertex Vp for the

given F numeration is

|)}()()(;),{(|)( vFpFuFEvuphF  .
It means that the height of the vertex is equal to the number of
arcs, passing through it or adjacent to it.

Let X1,…,Xi,…Xn are the levels of the oriented
graph.
As in problem 2, here also we can arrange each level of
oriented graph G separately to obtain optimal arrangement.

We can arrange the X1 and Xn levels by using the
algorithm 1 by the following way.

 Place the vertex of the set X1 with the maximum
b(x) at the end of the positions of set X1 vertices.
Place the other vertices of the set X1 arbitrarily.

 Place the vertex of the set Xn with the maximum
a(y) at the first of the positions of set Xn vertices.
After which place the other vertices of the set Xn
arbitrarily.

For the optimal ordering of the level Xi(2in) let’s 
suggest the following algorithm

 Place at first the vertices satisfying to the a(x)>b(x)
condition by the b(x) ascending way.

 Then place the vertices satisfying to the a(x) b(x)
condition by the a(x) descending way.

2.4. Problem 4



For the given ),( EVG  transitive oriented
graph find the minimum level numeration (placement) with
the height, where the height of the vertex Vp for the

given F numeration is

|)}()()(;),{(|)( vFpFuFEvuphF  .
It means that the height of the vertex is equal to the number
of arcs, passing through it or outgoing from it.

Let X1,…,Xi,…Xn are the levels of the oriented
graph.
As in problem 2, here also we can arrange each level of
oriented graph G separately to obtain optimal arrangement.

We can arrange the X1 and Xn levels by using the
algorithm 1 by the following way.

 Place the vertex of the set X1 with the maximum
b(x) at the end of the positions of set X1 vertices.
Place the other vertices of the set X1 arbitrarily.

 Place the vertex of the set Xn with the maximum
a(y) at the first of the positions of set Xn vertices.
After which place the other vertices of the set Xn
arbitrarily.

For the optimal ordering of the level Xi(2in) let’s 
suggest the following algorithm

 Place the vertices satisfying to the a(x)>b(x)
condition by the b(x)-a(x) ascending way.

 Then place the vertices satisfying to the a(x) 
b(x) condition arbitrarily.

Let’s enumerate the complexity of algorithm 2, algorithm 3 
and algorithm 4. For the division of the oriented graph to
levels first O(|V|2) operations are necessary, then
O(|V|log|V|) operations for the arrangement of the level’s 
vertices according to the features mentioned in algorithms.
Thus the complexities of algorithms are O(|V|2).
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